From the first soccer games to today's money-spinning global industry, the book takes readers to the heart of a sport that is played and watched by millions of people around the world. It explains the key rules, skills, and tactics and examines issues in and around the game—supporters, the media, and the demands of being a professional player. With profiles of the world's greatest teams and soccer's legendary players, from Alfredo di Stefano to Mia Hamm, every aspect of this world-class sport is covered comprehensively. Stunning 3-D digital artwork recreates some of the most famous moves and greatest goals in soccer history, while dramatic full-spread photographs capture the game's most memorable moments.

My Personal Review:
this is an awsome soccer book and it has absolutly everything you would ever want to know!

amazing pictures and superb info, you just got to read it!!! because i am a tremendous soccer fan, i must say that this is a must and has alot of fun interesting info!!

from the book: did you know that India withdrew from the 1950 world cup when FIFA refused to allow players to be barefoot!!!

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
The Kingfisher Soccer Encyclopedia by Clive Gifford - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!